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BEST-SELLERS	2017 

Michel Cymes 
VOTRE CERVEAU 

 (Your Brain – How to Nurture It) 
Stock, February 2017, 288 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold in: Germany (Goldmann), Italy 
(Rizzoli, pre-empt), Korea (Open 
Books/Mimesis). Portugual (Relógio 
D'Água). 

◊ 135,000 copies sold in France. 

◊ A humorous and gentle approach that 
continues to convince readers massively.  

◊ This new book has ranked 1
st

 on 
Amazon’s bestseller list for several weeks. 

How to keep your brain in good shape, how to 
better feed it, to boost your memory and to delay 
if not prevent illnesses that affect the brain. 

A book brimming with useful advice on how to look 
after this fascinating organ. To take good care of it, 
then, Cymes has broken things down into four 
chapters: 1. Diet, which has tremendous influence on 
brain function. What foods you should favour and 
why.  2. Sleep, screens, stress, sport, culture, 
addictions and building happiness because they all 
have links with our brain. 3. Memory because it sits 
in the brain and should be looked after. 4. Ilnesses 
that can affect the brain (Alzheimer, stroke etc.) and 
first and foremost provides sound and practical 
advice on how to try and delay their outbreak where 
possible and even to protect you from them. 

Specialist doctor Michel Cymes works in a 
Paris hospital. He is also a very popular presenter for a 
number of medical programmes on France Télévisions (Le 
Magazine de la Santé, Aventures de Médecine, Les Pouvoirs 
Extraordinaires du corps humain, and Enquête de Santé). His 
previous book VIVEZ MIEUX ET PLUS LONGTEMPS, 
published by Stock, sold over 300,000 copies in France. He 
is also the author of HIPPOCRATE AUX ENFERS (Stock, 
2015) which sold more than 115,000 copies. 

 

 

 

Michel Cymes 
VIVEZ MIEUX ET PLUS LONGTEMPS 

(Live Better And Longer) 
Stock, February 2016, 288 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold in: Germany (Goldman), Korea 
(Open Books), Portugal (Lua de Papel), 
Russia (Ripol Classics), Spain (Paidos) and 
UK (Quercus, WEL)  

◊ Over 300.000 copies of the trade edition 
sold in France 

This playful, jargon-free book offers a wealth of 
advice on health-giving foodstuffs, on how to break 
harmful little habits and on how to take more 
exercise than you do now. It also brings together 
all the tips to keep in shape.  

Good health is an invaluable gift. � But how can you 
be careful about what you eat while still taking 
pleasure in it? � Just a few sound principles. � 1. Health-
giving foodstuffs, some of which have been 
forgotten. 2. Those harmful little habits it’s so difficult 
to break. Listing them and thinking about them is the 
first step. �3. To the sporty person lurking inside all of 
us, this will make you want to take more exercise 
than you do now. �4. All the tips to keep in shape. � 
This book is intended to be playful, to be 
approached casually but that doesn’t detract from 
the serious nature of its contents. I don’t think it’s 
ever too late to embrace a few sound principles. It’s 
never too late to take ourselves in hand. In other 
words, your goose is never cooked! 

 “France’s favourite top doctor shares the 
nation’s age-defying health secrets.” Daily mail 

“It’s all winningly no-nonsense but with great 
attention to detail.” Sunday Express 

“A thorough book, a health guide full of tips for 
dummies.” Libération 
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Emmanuel Macron 
RÉVOLUTION 

XO, November 2016, 270 pages 

 

◊ English samples available (40 pages)  

◊ Rights sold in: Bulgaria (Sluntse 
Publishing), China (Hachette Phoenix), 
Denmark (Information Forlag), Germany 
(Morstadt), Italy (La Nave di Teseo), 
Japan  (Poplar Publishing), Korea (Liaison 
Editions), Netherlands (Xander 
Uitgervers), Romania (Editura Trei), Spain 
(Malpaso), UK & US & AUS & NZ (Scribe 
Publishing), Poland (Poznanskie). 

◊ Over 200,000 copies sold. 

Emmanuel Macron, wrote this book when he was 
presidential candidate.  

Macron tells us for the first time his personal story, 
his inspirations, his view on France and its future in a 
new world that is undergoing a “great 
transformation”, whose scale hasn’t been seen since 
the invention of printing and the Renaissance.  

A strong and singular book that builds the 
foundation of a new society. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anne Fulda 
EMMANUEL MACRON 

UN JEUNE HOMME SI PARFAIT 
(Emmanuel Macron:  

Such a Perfect Young Man) 
Plon, April 2017, 216 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold in: China, Taiwan, Germany, 
Spain, NL, Sweden, Vietnam, Liban, Japan 

◊ 70.000 copies sold!  

Emmanuel Macron comes across as the perfect 
son, a choir-boy, a metrosexual candidate who 
doesn’t swagger like the alpha males who still 
dominate the French political landscape. He is the 
pet cause of Parisian high society, but he knows 
how to talk to underprivileged youth. He gets on 
the nerves of many on his own side while surfing 
on a wave of popularity that no one saw coming. 

Emmanuel Macron wants to “unlock” French society, 
by encouraging greater mobility and movement. A 
revolutionary in short pants who coaxes and cajoles 
the media like a true artist. Macron clearly knows 
how to make the best of the spirit of the times and 
to benefit from the global rejection of politics as 
usual. This unrepentant seducer has always searched 
for support and comfort in the eyes of others: 
Because behind Macron the transgressive, there is – 
fairly typically – a woman, Brigitte Macron. A woman 
who is 24 years older than he, a woman who stood 
up to the nasty looks and comments to follow him 
to Paris. And who decided to do everything in her 
power to aid him in his march to power. 

Anne Fulda is a reporter for Le Figaro, where 
she is also in charge of the “Portraits” column. Her 
previous books are: UN PRÉSIDENT TRÈS ENTOURÉ 
(“A President with a Very Close Circle” Grasset), 
FRANÇOIS BAROIN, LE FAUX DISCRET (“François 
Barrin, the Falsely Discreet” JC Lattès) and PORTRAITS 
DE FEMMES (“Portraits of Women” Plon). 
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 Stefano Liberti 
IL SIGNORI DEL CIBO 

(The Lords Of Food  
Journeys In The Food Industry That Is 

Destroying The Planet) 
Minimum Fax, September 2016, 200 pages  

 

◊ Rights sold in: Romania (Seneca) and 
Poland (Agora).  

◊ The over-population business will be the 
most profitable business ! in the near 
future. 

◊ Major financial groups, multination agri-
business corporations and merchant banks 
are investing billions of dollars into 
producing and marketing a type of food 
which will become more and more 
expensive for consumers, and 
consequently more and more profitable 
for sellers. 

◊ Rights for Land Grabbing, Liberti’s previous 
reportage, have been sold to: World 
English (Verso books), Germany 
(Rotbuch), France (Rue de l’échiquier), 
Venezuela (Ed. Puntocero), Spain/South 
America (Taurus), Korea (Redian media), 
China (World Affair Press) 

The world population is constantly increasing. In 
2011 the 7 billion mark was reached. According 
to UN projections, the figure will reach 9 billion in 
2050, with a gradual, increasingly worrying growth 
as food resources become scarcer and scarcer.  

A huge population bomb is expected to bust in the 
near future. Not only is the availability of food 
becoming inadequate; some densely populated 
newly developing countries, e.g. the PRC (People’s 
Republic of China), are also rapidly changing their 
eating habits, with a growing consumption of 
resource- and energy-intensive food, such as farmed 
meat. This potentially catastrophic situation is also an 
extraordinary business opportunity for groups 
investing in the sector. In an economic situation 
where investments in the financial market are 
increasingly risky, speculative capital is massively 
moving towards certain asset back-ups, including 
staple food products, land for food production and 
the agro-food industry in general. 

Stefano Liberti (1974) is a journalist. His 
international reports appear since years on Il Manifesto and 
other major international newspapers and magazine. With 
his first book, about migration routes from Africa to 
Europe, he has won the 2010 Indro Montanelli Prize for 
Journalism, the Marco Luchetta Prize and the Carletti Prize 
for Social Journalism. 

“One of the best, rare and worthy products of 
our investigative journalism.” Goffredo Fofi 

 “A cross section of globalized neoliberism, 
more and more financialised and ended up in 
fewer hands.” Angelo Mastandrea, il 
manifesto 

 “Excellent investigation. Liberti goes to the 
places he describes, narrates protagonists and 
victims of ‘an unprecedented alliance between 
huge food mnufacturers and financial funds’.” 
Federico Rampini, Il Venerdì di Repubblica 
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Jean-Baptiste Malet 
L’EMPIRE DE L’OR ROUGE 

(The Empire of Red Gold) 
Fayard, April 2017, 350 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold in: Germany (Eichborn), 
Taiwan (Heliothrope), Spain (Peninsula), 
Italy (Piemme). 

◊ Ongoing offer from Japan! 

◊ 20,000 copies sold. 

◊ A hugely anticipated investigation into the 
shady underbelly of the global tomato 
industry 

◊ A narrative quest into an everyday 
commodity consumed by billions of people 
the world over, shedding light on the inner 
workings of a sprawling industry, over the 
course of four trips to four different 
continents.  

◊ A compelling global fresco bringing 
together a host of fascinating and forceful 
personalities, from countries around the 
world and from different social 
backgrounds.  

◊ An investigation into the heart of an 
industry producing a universal food stuff – 
the tomato – eaten by consumers the 
world over, totally unaware of its history, 
secrets and intrigues.  

◊ An unprecedented take on global 
capitalism, seen through the prism of a 
universal !commodity. � 

A groundbreaking investigative account into the 
secret world of canned tomato industry. 

The context �In 2011, in an attempt to understand 
the Chinese army’s 2004 acquisition of the largest 
tomato sauce factory in France, the author began 
investigating the tomato industry, with its emblematic 
230-liter sterile blue barrel of tomato paste – the 
barrel of red gold. He discovered barrels of Chinese 
tomato paste in factories in southern France. After 
infiltrating Amazon a year later, and publishing “In 
Amazonia,” he would continue his research and 
eventually sign a contract with Fayard for an 

investigative work soon to be known as “The Empire 
of Red Gold.” The project, which required extensive 
travel and time, would be made into a Franco-
Canadian documentary film of the same name.  

Over the course of the author’s journeys, the scope 
of his investigation grew to encompass the global 
supply chain that has made tomato sauce a staple 
ingredient worldwide.  

Acclaimed author and journalist, Jean-Baptiste 
Malet, 28 years-old, has published a book about Amazon, 
“In Amazonia – Undercover in the best of worlds” (Fayard, 
2013) and produced an investigative, feature length 
documentary film. 
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HIGHLIGHTS	
Frédéric Lenoir 

LETTRE OUVERTE AUX ANIMAUX 
(et à ceux qui les aiment) 
(Open Letter To The Animals  

And To Those Who Love Them) 
 Fayard, May 2017, 180 pages

 

◊ Rights sold in: Spain (Ariel), Catalan 
(Sidilla) & Italy (La Nave di Teseo) and 
China 

◊ 61,000 copies sold. 

◊ A hopeful and inspirational call to arms in 
the name of animals. 

◊ The author questions us and tries to find 
solutions to make the world a better 
place. 

◊ A prolific and successful philosopher, 
translated into 20 languages around the 
world. 

Frédéric Lenoir’s new cry from the heart: a 
manifesto against the mistreatment of animals. 

Frédéric Lenoir returns with a compassionate and 
insightful text about our (mis)treatment of animals. In 
a letter, written in the first person, he addresses 
beasts and humans alike, explaining the history of 
our rocky relationship together, and suggesting a 
path forward, towards a kinder, more empathetic 
future. Passionately arguing that our moral 
conscience must triumph in the face of indifference 
and cruelty, Lenoir signs a hopeful and inspirational 
call to arms in the name of animals. “According to me 
our most beautiful vocation is being guardians and 
servants of the world.”  

 Philosopher, sociologist and historian of religions, 
Frédéric Lenoir is doctor and research fellow at the École 
des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales (EHESS). He has 
written forty books (essays, novels, tales, encyclopaedias), 
which have been translated into twenty languages, with 
over five million copies sold.  

 

 

Frédéric Lenoir 
SPINOZA, UN AMI ! QUI NOUS AIDE 

À VIVRE 
(Spinoza, A Friend Who Helps Us Live) 

Fayard, November 2017, 250 pages 

 

 
 

◊ Frédéric Lenoir brings the complexity of 
Spinoza’s thought within reach, to 
demonstrate, in so doing, how it 
revolutionized the way we see the world.  

From Nietzsche to Einstein by way of Bergson and 
Freud, the greatest of the modern thinkers would 
acknowledge their debt to the man they 
considered the greatest philosopher of all times: 
Baruch Spinoza, the seventeenth century Dutch 
thinker.  

Precursor of the Enlightenment, Spinoza was the first 
of the Western thinkers to imagine a state founded 
on the separation of political and religious powers, 
and guaranteeing the individual’s freedom of 
conscience and thought. A pioneer of the 
interpretation of religious texts from a critical and 
historical perspective, Spinoza was also a forebear of 
psychoanalysis (we are not free because we are 
unconsciously driven by impulses, desires and 
emotions) as well as a monistic thinker (God and 
Nature are one and the same reality) whose vision 
of the divine was not unlike that of the sages of India.  

Spinoza’s greatest contribution, however, as author 
Frédéric Lenoir sets out to demonstrate, was the 
propounding of an ethic of self-knowledge to find 
perfect joy in life.  

 
 Frédéric Lenoir is a philosopher �and sociologist,. He 
is the author of numerous essays and novel, translated into 
over twenty languages, including his best-selling DU 
BONHEUR (Fayard, 2013).  
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Douglas Boyd 
RED OCTOBER 

(The Revolution that Changed the World) 
The History Press, August 2017, 224 pages 

 
◊ Rights sold in: Bulgaria (Ciela) and Czech 

Republic (Brana). 

◊ The inside story of how Lenin, Trotsky 
and Stalin used German money to raise 
the minority Bolshevik party to 
totalitarian power. 

◊ Strong international aspects in relation to 
Eastern Europe, Germany and the US. 

◊ Author has a strong track record and 
reputation in Russian and Eastern 
European history. 

9 million dead and millions more oppressed for 
generations: how the Bolshevik Revolution 
changed the world. 
 
Few know that the brutal rebellion, which killed 
millions and raised Lenin’s numerically tiny Bolshevik 
Party to power, was made possible by massive 
injections of German money laundered through a 
Swedish bank and a shady arms dealer who had 
made a fortune in the Balkan wars. The so-called 
‘workers’ and peasants’ revolution’ has a cast of 
millions, of which the three stars were neither 
workers nor peasants. Nor were they Russian. Lenin 
was a dissident Tatar named Ulyanov; Trotsky was a 
bourgeois Ukrainian Jew; Stalin was a seminary-
educated Georgian undercover agent of the 
Okhrana secret police, who never did speak Russian 
well. In this timely publication, Douglas Boyd shows 
how this still-flying banner of revolution changed the 
world. 

Fluent in several languages, Dougla Boyd was 
trained as a Russian-language snooper on Warsaw Pact air 
forces, based at a secret RAF SIGINT base in Berlin and 
spent time as a Cold War POW in East Berlin. He has 
scripted and directed historical reconstructions as a BBC 
TV producer. He has published over ten books. 

 

 

Alexandre Sumpf 
1917  

(1917, Russia and the Russians in Revolution)  
Perrin, October 2017 

 

◊ A vast investigation, written from 
archives, particularly cinematographic, 
that were hitherto entirely unpublished. 

◊ Avoiding generalities, the book describes 
the hopes of the workers and the 
peasants, the fears and concerns of the 
soldiers, the everyday life that followed its 
course regardless, and the problems of 
food and housing. 

In an innovative approach, Alexandre Sumpf 
recounts, analyzes and explains the February and 
October 1917 revolutions through the experience 
of the Russian people. 

We think we already know everything about the 
Russian revolutions that took place in February and 
October 1917. � But these two monumental events 
were not limited to symbolic episodes and 
prominent figures such as Lenin, Trotsky and Stalin. 
There’s one key actor about whom we know 
nothing, or almost nothing: the people. The author 
thus embraces this anonymous mass in all of its 
heterogeneous aspects: urban and rural, civil and 
military, committed citizens or passive masses, red 
and white but also liberal and green. He goes on to 
depict all of its characteristics: political, of course, but 
also social, societal, economic and cultural.  

Alexandre Sumpf is a lecturer at the University 
of Strasbourg. He has also written DE LÉNINE À 
GAGARINE. UNE HISTOIRE SOCIALE DE L’UNION 
SOVIÉTIQUE (From Lenin to Gagarin. A Social History of 
the Soviet Union), Gallimard, 2013; RÉVOLUTIONS 
RUSSES AU CINÉMA. NAISSANCE D’UNE NATION : 
URSS, 1917-1985 (Russian revolutions to cinema. Birth of 
a nation: USSR, 1917-1985), Armand Colin, 2015; and a 
biography of Rasputin (Perrin, 2016). 
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Jean-Christophe Brisard & Lana 
Parshina  

LA MORT D'HITLER 
(Hitler’s Death 

In the secret archives of the KGB) 
Fayard, November 2017, �300 pages 

 

◊ Ongoing first offer from Brasil. 

◊ Includes the layout of the bunker, plans 
for escaping, eyewitness accounts of the 
Führer’s final days, and human remains – a 
bit of skull with traces of the lethal bullet 
and a fragment of jaw bone.  

◊ After two years of nonstop negotiations 
with the Russian authorities, Jean-
Christophe Brisard and Lana Parshina 
were granted access to secret files 
detailing the Soviets’ incredible hunt to 
recover Hitler’s body. 

◊ Unparalleled, first time and exclusive 
access to the KGB’s secret archives results 
in the unearthing of gripping details about 
Hitler’s death, thereby laying to rest all 
conspiracy theories surrounding it. 

Drawing on unprecedented archives and the latest 
scientific discoveries, the authors give us a 
fascinating historical survey shedding new light on 
Hitler’s final days. 

In the days following the armistice, did the Russians 
succeed in identifying the corpse of Hitler though his 
body had been burned? Why did Stalin mislead the 
entire world into believing the German dictator had 
escaped? Without a body, doubts would spread like 
gangrene and would continue, even today, to feed 
wild fantasies. 

International correspondent Jean-Christophe 
Brisard has made �a number of documentaries on 
geopolitical subjects and dictatorships. He is the author of 
several books, including ENFANTS DE DICTATEURS. 

Lana Parshina was born and educated in 
Moscow. Her credits as a filmmaker include a 
documentary on Stalin’s daughter in 2008 and The Singer 
who Fell in 2015. She produces and directs film for 
television and cinema. 

Frédéric Sallée 
SUR LES CHEMINS DE TERRE BRUNE 

(Following Dark Paths. Travels In Nazi 
Germany 1933-1939) 

Fayard, April 2017, 512 pages 

 
◊ Unique, meticulous research that sheds 

new light on the Third Reich’s 
international relations through the prism 
of tourism. 

◊ In the style of the famously organized 
tours of the USSR, we finally discover a 
comfortably ignored truth: Europeans’ 
fascination with and curiosity about the 
Reich’s new order. 

◊ An impressively well-researched thesis 
paired with thoughtful reflections on who 
we are when we travel. 

From 1933 to 1939, tourists from around the 
world traveled through Germany, wandering from 
Bremen to Heidelberg but also complacently 
visiting pilgrimage sites of Nazism in action – 
Munich-Nuremberg- Berchtesgaden. 

What did Nazi Germany reveal to the world? At 
times a caricature of Potemkin-like journeys 
through territories staged to impress, at times a half-
open window onto the harsh reality of the 
authoritarian regime, Nazi Germany magnetically 
attracted visitors from all walks of life – socialites, 
veterans, writers, journalists, artists, business leaders, 
and ordinary citizens alike. 

Drawing on a wealth of predominantly previously-
unpublished materials, Frédéric Sallée paints a 
nuanced picture of international relations in Nazi 
Germany. From blind approval to unconditional 
rejection, the varied range of reactions of the 
travelers who journeyed to “Hitleria” shows the face 
that Nazi Germany presented to the world. 

Frédéric Sallée is an agrégé with a doctorate in 
history from the Université de Grenoble-Alpes specialized 
in the representations of Nazi Germany. He is also an 
associate researcher at the laboratory of Histoire Cultures 
Italie Europe (LUHCIE).  
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Béatrice Huret & Catherine Siguret 

CALAIS MON AMOUR 
(Calais My Love) 

Kero, May 2017, 250 pages 

 

◊ French sales: Paperback (Le Livre de 
Poche) 

◊ Rights sold in: Italy (preempted by 
Rizzoli). 

◊ Option on Movie Adaptation. 

◊ A lesson of courage, strength, dignity. 

◊ The testimony of a woman who has been 
living side by side with the migrants of the 
“Jungle of Calais” providing us with a true 
vision of their everyday life, far from the 
usual image conveyed by the medias. 

◊ A story about love and the sacrifices one 
can do to save the life of the beloved, 
despite all the troubles one can get into. 

This touching testimony relates the forbidden love 
story between a French woman, the narrator, and 
an Iranian migrant surviving in the Jungle 
of Calais, before reaching England. 

This is the tale of an extraordinary encounter 
between two seemingly opposite people: a woman 
living an ordinary life, and a Iranian migrant. For the 
sake of love she lets go of her prejudices, moves 
mountains and rages battles against absurd laws. 

To begin with, through material solidarity: she 
appeals for donations and distributes blankets and 
food inside the jungle. Then, in February of 2016, a 
group of Iranians sew their mouths together to 
protest against their living conditions. Amongst them, 
Moxtar, their spokesman, who’d arrived in France in 
the fall of 2015. She starts bringing water to those 
who have stitched their own mouths and her eyes 
meet those of Moxtar. A regular host of the No 
Borders who is under close scrutiny by the police 
asks Béatrice if she can host the Iranian for some 
time. Béatrice accepts: Moxtar is an intellectual, he is 
a Persian teacher. After hours on end of unbridled 
discussions with the help of “google translate”, 
Béatrice and Moxtar move on from simple glances 
to a full-blown love story.  

But their time is limited by Moxtar’s imminent 
departure towards England on a makeshift boat, 
despite Béatrice’s misgivings. 

 Béatrice Huret is a former caregiver turned adult 
educator. She lives on the outskirts of Calais with her son 
and her mother. She has been placed under court 
supervision and assigned a fiche “S” for “helping a 
foreigner in an organized group to illegally enter, circulate 
or stay in France.” She is currently awaiting trial.  

« L’histoire de Béatrice Huret est d’un 
romantisme irréel. » Libération	
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Didier Lestrade 
ACT UP 

Denoël, August 2017, 448 pages  

 

◊ 20 Beats per Minute, produced by Robin 
Campillo, was this year’s surprise at the 
Cannes Festival, kindling strong emotions 
among the jury members, journalists, and 
viewers. It received the prestigious Grand 
Prize and was also the recipient of the 
Queer Palm and the International Critic’s 
Award at the festival. 

◊ The movie will be internationally 
broadcast in the following countries: 
Germany (30/11/2017) / UK (06/04/2018) / 
USA / Canada (Quebec) / Iceland / 
Sweden / Danemark / Italy /Portugal / The 
Netherlands / Czech Republic  / Slovakia / 
Hungary  / Japan / South Korea  / Turkey   

Since 1989, the militants of Act Up have led a 
tireless battle against AIDS. For the release of the 
film 120 Beats per Minute, winner of the Grand 
Prize at the Cannes Festival, Denoël is 
republishing this cornerstone text with a new 
preface by Didier Lestrade. 

In 1989, Didier Lestrade, along with Pascal Loubet 
and Luc Coulavin, created Act Up-Paris, based on 
the model of Act Up-New York. This text tells the 
story of the ten years during which this association, 
whose objective is to fight AIDS, crafted and carried 
out its political statement. Furthermore, this work 
explains how the association successfully made 
visible HIV-positive individuals and the gay 
community by being heavily involved in the 
development of treatments. Extreme marketing 
campaigns and sometimes violent ways of going 
about things are also detailed in these memoirs. 
Unlike other works on the subject, the author drops 
a theoretical approach and brings the story of the 
fight against death and AIDS to a human scale. He 
describes his emotions, his hopes, and his doubts as 
well as those of the militants around him. 

An important French figure for homosexual activism, 
Didier Lestrade is committed to the fight against AIDS. He 
played a key role within the association Act Up-Paris, 
which he co-founded. He is also a journalist for Têtu. 

“A superb and very gay treatise on 
impatience for change. […] As Keynes said, “In 
the long run, we are all dead.” And in the short 
term? We should all at least read this book.” 
Le Canard enchaîné  

“This captivating book about the history of 
Act Up is essential to understanding what was 
really at stake in those years of struggle. […] 
Punctuated by dazzling highs points and 
profound emotions, this is an exceptional 
testimony in many respects.” Libération  

“The strength of this militant adventure 
resides in the fact that it is also an 
autobiography. […] Through its pages, this 
book reminds us that strong emotions and the 
spirit of revolt are the driving forces behind 
taking political action.” Infothèque, le 
magazine de Sida Info  

“The founder of Act Up in France, Didier 
Lestrade blends autobiography and politics to 
recount ten years of fighting and political 
commitment at the heart of a movement. A 
work of testimony motivated by a sincere and 
unquenchable need to speak out.” Les 
Inrockuptibles  

“Lestrade describes the birth and evolution of 
Act Up using the first-person singular, thereby 
intertwining his personal life, the internal life of 
the association, and the resulting political 
repercussions.” Le Monde des Livres  
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Marc-André Sélosse  
JAMAIS SEUL  

(Never Alone The Bugs That Build Plants, 
Creatures And Civilizations) 

Actes Sud, June 2017, 368 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold in: China. 

◊ First offer from Poland! 

◊ This work takes the reader through the 
world of bugs, germs and microbes and 
their role in the lives of plants and 
animals.  

◊ A journey through the history of 20th-
century science. 

◊ The work tells the tale of a major 
revolution in science which will change 
readers’ perspectives of the bacterial 
world. 

An essay that sheds new light on the ecological 
processes around us. It is a tribute to the need for 
interactions between living species and homage to 
their diversity and subtle functioning. 

Bugs and bacteria are the root of many illnesses. But 
recent research in biology has revealed that instead 
of disturbing organisms and creating infection, they 
have an essential role to play in the sustenance of 
life. Every creature or plant on the planet is inhabited 
by bug-life which enables them to carry out varied, 
vital functions aiding nutrition, development and 
immunity. Their presence has an influence on animal 
behavior and, on a larger scale, contributes to the 
creation of populations, ecosystems, societies and 
their dynamics. Since this research plants and 
animals, including human beings, have stopped being 
considered as autonomous entities. 

The fact that we are caught in a mutually supportive 
relationship with the bug-world is not all bad news 
however. Not all these interactions are negative and 
instead of competitive, parasitic and predatory 
relationships, there is deep symbiosis taking place. 

Marc-André Sélosse is a lecturer at the Natural 
History Museum and teaches in several universities in 
France and abroad. His research looks at the beneficial 
effects of symbiosis, its importance for plants, and its role 

in ecology and evolution. He edits several international 
journals, including Espèces a natural sciences journal aimed 
at a broad readership. He is also a conference-speaker and 
writer, and produces videos and documentaries.  

 
« Un quasi-roman.  » Le Point 

« Une vertigineuse, fascinante, drôle, en un mot 
géniale plongée à la rencontre de ces petits 
organismes vivants  » La Liberté 

« L’ouvrage est dense, souvent drôle et parfois 
déroutant dans son approche, bousculant 
beaucoup d’idées reçues.  » Le Figaro Santé 

« Jamais seul est un livre d’aventures… Avec 
passion et beaucoup d’humour, Marc-André 
Selosse nous conte l’histoire du monde  » La 
Recherche 

« Un essai captivant sur la symbiose.  » 
Sciences et avenir	
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HISTORY	
Rémi Kauffer 

LES MAÎTRES DE L’ESPIONNAGE 
(Masters of Espionage)  

Perrin, November 2017, 500 pages 

 

◊ Seven categories for sixty portraits of 
master spies, chosen among the most 
emblematic: Beria, Canaris, Heydrich, 
Dansey, Philby, Le Carré, Dulles, Marie-
Madeleine Fourcade, and more. 

International espionage in the 20th-century 
through the portraits of 60 “masters of the 
shadows”. All the ingredients of a spy thriller 
(action, suspense, multiple plot twists), 
underpinned by precise and rigorous historical 
analysis. 

The First World War, Communism, Nazism, the 
Second World War and the Cold War: the 20th 
century was the golden age of spies, and the 21st 
century seems to be following it up with equal 
fervor. In its own way, espionage is an art. Like any 
art, it makes certain demands on its practitioners that 
determine which ones will become masters. They fall 
into seven different but complementary categories, 
all described in this essay. 

First, the great intelligence chiefs, those who 
command the secret services, appoint their leaders, 
set their objectives, manage their human and 
material resources, and order their actions. �Without 
the field agents, however, the big chiefs would be 
powerless: network leaders orchestrating clandestine 
actions, brilliant lone operatives. Then we have the 
versatile category, those whose loyalties vacillate and 
in some cases topple. Among them are double 
agents, who spy on one secret service for the benefit 
of another, and dissenters, who betray the service 
that employs them. The most unsavory of the lot are 
those who do the dirty work. Despite a superficial 
resemblance, they are different from the “action” 
agents, driven by a certain form of morality that 
distinguishes them from ordinary killers, even though 
they may also be led to commit homicidal acts. Next 
are the mole hunters, masters of counter-espionage 
and, in some cases, outright police repression. Finally, 

to complete the set, we have the trouble-makers. 
The most complex of all, this category brings 
together the unlucky ones and the scandalmongers, 
those who make the headlines, voluntarily or not. 

Journalist, member of the editorial committee of 
the magazine Historia, Rémi Kauffer is the author of 
twenty books. Those include HISTOIRE MONDIALE DES 
SERVICES SECRETS DE L’ANTIQUITÉ À NOS JOURS (A 
World History of the Secret Service from Antiquity to the 
Present, 2015), which was selected as one of the 25 top 
books of 2015 by the magazine Le Point, and PARIS LA 
ROUGE, CAPITALE MONDIALE DES 
RÉVOLUTIONNAIRES ET DES TERRORISTES (Paris the 
Red, World Capital of Revolutionaries and Terrorists, 
2016). 
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Daniel Bourgeois 
JÉSUS: UNE BIOGRAPHIE 

GOURMANDE 
(Jesus A Gourmet Biography) 

Payot, May 2017, 144 pages 

 

◊ A unique collection that renews the 
historical biography genre thanks to 
academic authors who master an 
enjoyably narrative style.  

◊ With each figure, we step into the history 
of gastronomy, fine dining, conversation, 
decisive events and favorite dishes.  

◊ Each approximately 144-page volume 
presents themes that bring these figures 
to toothsome life.  

◊ The tone is inquisitive, inviting readers 
quite literally to the subjects’ tables and 
into their private lives, while respecting 
academic rigor. A collection that is unique 
in both style and substance. 

This collection aims to be a delicious way to enter 
the lives of major historical figures and to learn, 
through their tastes in food and drink, about key 
events in their lives and times. 

Let’s sit down to eat with Jesus. Let’s find out more 
about who he broke bread with (Pharisees and Tax 
Collectors), what kashrut is, and more. The story of 
Jesus is intimately connected to food. While his Last 
Supper was immortalized by Leonardo da Vinci, 
what about all the others? 

Daniel Bourgeois is a former Dominican monk. 
A doctor of theology, he teaches in Aix-en-Provence and 
Freiburg (Switzerland). A virtuoso at making science 
accessible, his singular approach to the history of the 
Church led him to found an order of apostolic monks in 
Aix-en-Provence. His is an innovative and entertaining 
voice in today’s Church. 

 

 
 

 

Philippe Meyer 
LE GÉNIE ALLEMAND 

(German Genius) 
Perrin, September 2017, 432 pages 

 

With dynamic style, Phillipe Meyer retraces the 
lives of the brilliant personalities who created 
Germany, from Otto von Bismarck to Fritz Lang by 
way of Charlemagne, Karl Marx and Marlene 
Dietrich. An innovative approach to the history of 
Germany, through its leading figures. 

Philippe Meyer, historian and specialist on Germany, 
has gathered in this book a hundred personalities 
who in his eyes constitute the greatest prodigies 
Germany has ever known. Many of these heroes are 
famous around the world, while others are more 
obscure. From all eras and all walks of life, these 
great minds are described here as genuine national 
icons. Far from limiting his choices to politicians and 
leaders, as historians tend to do, Philippe Meyer 
gives pride of place to authors, doctors and 
industrialists. 

And while Meyer takes an interest in the individuality 
of each of these geniuses, he nonetheless underlines 
that all these virtuosos have one thing in common: 
they have, at their level and in their own way, 
transformed Germany. 

Thanks to Meyer’s enthusiastic and passionate 
writing, this instructive work will find its place in the 
libraries of readers as diverse as the book’s heroes. 

PHILIPPE MEYER, correspondent of the French 
Academy of Sciences, has published a number of books 
with Perrin: L’Or du Rhin, histoire d’un fleuve (The Gold of 
the Rhine, Story of a River, 2011); Bal- tiques, histoire 
d’une mer d’ambre (Baltic, History of an Amber Sea, 
2013); Histoire de l’Alsace (History of Alsace, 2008) and 
Une histoire de Berlin (A History of Berlin, 2014). 
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Jean-François Solnon  
VERSAILLES VÉRITÉS ET LÉGENDES 

(Versailles, Facts and Falsehoods) 
Perrin, September 2017, 240 pages 

 

◊ Topics covered include unexpected 
incursions of everyday life at court, the 
exercise of power under the monarchy, 
architecture and the fine arts. 

Versailles unmasked. A monument that is the 
symbol of France and a metaphor for it. 
Everybody knows Versailles, but only superficially. 
Legends abound. 

This monument represents the epitome of French 
genius. More than 7 million tourists visit it each year. 
The castle of Versailles is so familiar to us that we 
think we know it. Wrong. Is it the ultimate 
masterpiece of French classical art? What exactly are 
the ‘Grands et Petits appartements’, the ‘Grand et 
Petit Trianon’, the ‘Parc des Grandes eaux 
nocturnes’? Was Versailles a useless and ruinous 
luxury? Was it simultaneously the scene of endless 
revelries and the seat of absolute power? Was it 
abandoned after the death of the sun king? Did 
napoleon hate it?  

Jean-François Solnon, professor of modern 
history at � the University of Besançon, is �one of the leading 
experts on �the Ancien Régime. Author of a dozen essays 
and biographies, he recently published with Perrin LE 
GOÛT DES ROIS. L’HOMME DERRIÈRE LE 
MONARQUE (The Taste of Kings. The Man behind the 
Monarch), 2015, and LOUIS XIV, VÉRITÉS ET LÉGENDES 
(Louis XIV, Facts and Falsehoods), 2015. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Olivier Wieviorka & Michel Winock  
LES LIEUX DE L’HISTOIRE DE 

FRANCE 
(French history through its Monuments)  

Perrin, August 2017, 340 pages 

 

A prestigious collective work that presents France 
– its history, its symbols and its values – through 
its most important monuments, from antiquity to 
the present day. 

The contributions of 30 renowned historians who 
trace the history of France through the significant 
sites that illustrate it. Before they became national 
icons, these places, from Chambord to Versailles, 
first of all served a purpose, whether it was political, 
military, religious or industrial ... by examining them 
from a different perspective, one by one, we can 
understand an era. 

These places of interest are: Lascaux - Carnac - 
Alesia - the Pont du Gard - Notre Dame - Reims - 
Cluny - Avignon - the Mont Saint Michel - the 
Louvre - Chambord - Versailles - the Vieux Port in 
Marseille - the Place de la Bastille - the Sor- bonne - 
the Opera - the Palais Bourbon - Sacré Coeur - La 
Santé prison - the Saint Lazare train station - the 
Tour Eiffel- Lourdes - Courrières - the Promenade 
des Anglais in Nice - Renault Colombes - 
Douaumont - the Maginot Line - Drancy- the 
Cannes Palais des Congrès - the Maison de la Radio 
and Sarcelles. 

A historian and professor at the Ecole Normale 
Superieure in Cachan, Olivier Wieviorka �is a renowned 
specialist of the Resistance and the Second World War, to 
which he has devoted several books. 

Michel Winock is Professor Emeritus at the 
Institut d’études politiques in Paris. He has written 
numerous books including LE SIÈCLE DES 
INTELLECTUELS (The Century of Intellectuals), Seuil, 
1997, which won the Médicis essay prize in 1997, as well 
as major biographies of Clemenceau, Madame de Staël, 
Flaubert and François Mitterrand. 
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Bertrand Lançon 
LA CHUTE DE L’EMPIRE ROMAIN  
(The Fall Of The Roman Empire - A Never-

Ending Story)  
Perrin, September 2017, 352 pages 

 

◊ Based on original historiographical work, 
Bertrand Lançon calls into question our 
idealization of the Fall of the Roman 
Empire and challenges the very existence 
of that fall.  

◊ The fall of the most powerful empire of 
Antiquity: a cultural phenomenon that 
fascinates us because of its resonance with 
the contemporary world (economic crisis, 
religious issues, immigration). 

◊ A point of view that goes against the tide 
and nourishes the historiographical 
debate, offering a new take on the Fall of 
the Roman Empire. 

And what if the fall of the Roman Empire had 
never occurred? An unconventional historical point 
of view on a subject that still concerns us today.  

The fall of the Roman Empire is one of the major 
tenets of Western culture, but no one can situate it 
exactly or explain it clearly. Historical researchers, 
whose production on the subject has been prolific in 
recent years in several countries, constantly call into 
question the existence of real and profound causes 
for this phenomenon. The phrase “a never-ending 
story” indicates simultaneously that there was no fall 
of the Roman Empire, and that historians continue to 
debate it endlessly nonetheless. Can we then talk 
about a fall without causes?  

This troubling paradox is due to the fact that these 
causal explanations reflect our current concerns (the 
sway of religion, the problem of migrants, the 
economic crisis, demographic weakening, etc.) much 
more than those of the past. In other words, the 
event has been cast and continues to be presented 
as self-evident in order to serve as a bogeyman for 
today’s fears, steeped in the ideology of decline.  

The book shows that the “fall” of the Roman Empire 
was a very long process of transformation, 
imperceptible and not reducible to a single event. 

Therefore, reviewing these alleged causes, leads the 
author to dismiss a number of fantasies in a 
constructive way and to reconsider the issue entirely.  

Bertrand Lançon, a specialist on the Late 
Antiquity period, professor emeritus of Roman history at 
the University of Limoges, has published numerous works, 
including ROME DANS L’ANTIQUITÉ TARDIVE (Rome 
in Late Antiquity, Hachette, 1995), CONSTANTINE 
(Armand Colin, 2012), HISTOIRE DE LA MISOGYNIE 
(History of Misogyny, Arkhè, 2013), and, with Perrin, 
THÉODOSE (Theodosius, 2014).  
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Hubert Cavert 
LA MÉMOIRE DES KAWER  

(The Memory of the Kawers) 
Perrin, February 2017, 240 pages  

 

◊ The coming-of-age tale of a 15-year-old 
orphan who survived a dramatic historical 
era, for an autobiography that reads like a 
novel. 

◊ More than just an eyewitness account, this 
touching and optimistic story of a boy who 
travels across Europe also introduces an 
entire Austrian-Jewish family’s life over a 
century of history. 

◊ A family saga that recreates turn-of-the-
century Austrian life and, with subtle 
insight, portrays how mentalities were 
evolving; followed by the trials and 
tribulations of World War II. 

◊ A story with neither heroes nor bad guys; 
rather, a series of memories and 
encounters shared with emotion and 
sincerity: from the Czech farmer to the 
schoolteacher in the south of France via 
the wealthy Viennese gentleman and the 
young French police officer. 

An incredibly powerful story, in which history is 
mixed inextricably with personal anecdote. It 
answers the judicious question Olivier Wieviorka 
asks in his foreword: “Are men the actors or 
victims of history – of their own history?” 

Herbert Kawer was 11 years old when he left Vienna 
by train, alone, to join his father in Bordeaux. His 
father, a Jew, had taken refuge in France after the 
Anschluss and would eventually be deported. Little 
Herbert would never see him again, or his mother, 
who had gone to start a new life in England. Escaping 
capture by chance, Herbert was taken in by the 
headmaster of his school and then by a resistance 
network. He was put in the care of Marinette Brugat 
(called Marraine) and Palmire, a Spanish refugee with 
whom she lived. Herbert, now named Hubert, thus 
began his new life in Pia, in the Pyrénées-Orientales 
region of southern France. 

Hubert Cavert had never told his story or his 
family’s. It was only “on the eve” of his death that he 
entrusted a manuscript to his children. Going beyond 

his personal journey, it traces the history of the 
Kawer (Cavert) family from 1866 – hallowed period 
when Joseph II had made Jews and Christians equal 
citizens – until 1945. We see customs and traditions 
change, with time. We follow the course of history 
through this little boy who carries with him his 
inheritance. As an adult, his message is simple: “As 
you know, I married Edith on April 15, 1958. We 
started a family of which we are proud. Foolishly 
proud. We are happy. Be happy too.” 

Hubert Cavert (born Herbert Kawer) is neither 
a writer nor a historian. At the end of the war, he had no 
family left in Austria. He acquired French citizenship and 
began his secondary education in Toulouse. Father of 
three children, he never told them his story but left this 
manuscript, the only trace of their past, as their legacy. 

“Le manuscrit est devenu un remarquable 
ouvrage autant par l’émouvant témoignage 
personnel tout en retenue de Cavert que par 
l’incroyable plongée dans l’histoire européenne 
qu’il nous propose. (…) On ne peut manquer 
d’être à la fois ému et édifié par ce récit 
poignant.” Culture-Chronique 

“À travers la vie d’un enfant juif viennois réfugié 
en France pendant la guerre, Hubert Cavert signe 
le grand livre de la fin du rêve multi-confessionnel 
austro-hongrois. (...) On songe en le lisant au 
sublime La Mémoire retrouvée d'Edmund de 
Waal.” Livres Hebdo  

As a journalist highlighted, this novel "reminds 
of the family memoir by Edmund de Waal The 
Hare with Amber Eyes, USA (FSG 2010) 
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Thierry Lentz 
LE DIABLE SUR LA MONTAGNE 
(The Devil on the Mountain Hitler at the 

Berghof 1922-1944 An historical excursion) 
Perrin, September 2017, 320 pages 

 

An on-site historical exploration of the mythical 
place createded by Hitler at the height of his 
power. A place where the fate of the world was 
played out. 

At the dawn of the 1920s, a minor politician came to 
Upper Bavaria, to the verdant plateau of the 
Obersalzberg above Berchtesgaden, to enjoy the 
mountain air; then he decided to stay. From cozy 
inns to friends’ houses, he finally adopted the place, 
declaring it vital to his dreams and reflection. He felt 
so at home here that he acquired a charming chalet 
facing the dark Untersberg massif, which was 
completely transformed and named the “Berghof”. 
The serenity of the mountains was rudely 
interrupted: the master’s black angels expelled local 
residents and built barracks, villas for dignitaries, a 
theater and housing for workers. Roads were traced 
to the top of Mount Kehstein to build an “eagle’s 
nest”. Finally, five kilometers of underground tunnels 
were dug to escape Allied bombardments. 

Hitler came here as often as possible, sometimes for 
long stays. Between 1940 and 1944, while he was 
wreaking havoc on the world, he spent 19 months at 
his beloved Berghof, served by SS officers in livery 
and white gloves, shielded from the slightest worry 
by his ruthless henchman Martin Bormann. Hitler 
was surrounded by a court one would not dare 
describe as brilliant, photo- graphed by the Berghof’s 
queen, Eva Braun. Ruins and the taste of ashes, 
characteristic of the madness of the third Reich, are 
all that remains today. 

Director of the Fondation Napoléon, THIERRY 
LENTZ is best known for his books on the First Empire –
Joseph Bonaparte (Perrin, 2016), winner of the 
Chateaubriand prize, is his most recent publication. But his 
curiosity and talent have led him to take an interest in a 
diversity of subjects, including John Kennedy and the 
painter Velasquez. He has once again ventured out of his 
field of expertise to prove he is equally at ease in the 
tormented heart of the 20th century. 

Jean Lopez & Olivier Wieviorka (dir.) 
LES MYTHES DE LA SECONDE 

GUERRE MONDIALE 
(Myths of the Second 

World War - Volume 2) 
Perrin, September 2017, 368 pages 

 

◊ VOLUME 1: 19,000 copies sold Licensed 
in: Latin America, Poland (Poznanskie), 
Romania and the Czech Republic (Brana). 

◊ VOLUME 2: Already licensed in Latin 
America (El Ateneo) 

After the splendid success of the first volume 
(19,000 copies sold), 20 more myths are here 
dissected by the top specialists on the subject, 
including Robert Paxton, Johann Chapoutot, 
Bénédicte Vergez-Chaignon and Christian 
Destremau. 

We think we know all there is to know about the 
history of the Second World War; yet it is still based 
largely on a number of myths that persist in the 
minds of the general public. Olivier Wieviorka and 
Jean Lopez have brought together the best historians 
of the period, including at the international level 
(Robert Paxton), to debunk the accepted clichés and 
the ready-made images. 
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Olivier Wieviorka  
HISTOIRE DE LA RÉSISTANCE EN 

EUROPE 
(History of the Resistance in Western Europe  

1940 – 1945)  
Perrin, January 2017, 480 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold in: Italy (Einaudi) after an 
auction. 

◊ Short-listed for the Prix Aujourd'hui. 

◊ Based on English, Italian, Belgian and 
other archives, a future classic. Olivier 
Wieviorka gives us a new, in-depth 
perception of the place and the role of the 
national resistance movements.  

◊ The author illuminates the policies of 
governments in exile and unveils the 
importance of finance, logistics, and British 
and American planning. Along the way, he 
describes the uniqueness of each country, 
while establishing the first trans-national 
history of the Resistance.  

◊ The book represents a welcome renewal 
for a historiography always in need of 
fresh perspective. 

An in-depth historical analysis built on rigorous 
research throughout many archive and leading 
evidence documents. Going against the official 
glorification the resistance movements, Olivier 
Wieviorka dares a more nuanced assessment of 
the action of the Allied Forces during this crucial 
moment of our contemporary history. 
 
The Resistance in Western Europe has long been 
considered a national phenomenon that provided a 
significant contribution, both politically and militarily, 
to the Nazi defeat. But the “army of shadows” could 
never have risen without the support of London, 
first, and then of Washington. National factors thus 
played a preeminent part in the birth of the 
Resistance, while the British and the Americans 
determined its growth. The time has come to 
broaden our perspective beyond the limits of 
borders to construct a trans-European history of the 
Resistance. 

This is the book’s goal. It aims to understand better 
the action of the clandestine forces in Norway, 
Denmark, the Netherlands, Belgium, France and Italy 
between 1940 and 1945, analyzing their interactions 
and inserting the history of the “shadow soldiers” in 
the grand scheme of Anglo-American strategy. 

A member of the Institut universitaire de France 
and a professor at the Ecole Normale Supérieure in 
Cachan, Olivier Wieviorka is a recognized specialist on the 
Resistance and World War II. He has devoted several 
books to these subjects, including a definitive HISTOIRE 
DU DÉBARQUEMENT (History of D-Day, Seuil, 2007) 
and HISTOIRE DE LA RÉSISTANCE (A History of the 
Resistance, Perrin, 2013 - rights sold to Harvard University 
Press). 

« Olivier Wieviorka propose une analyse 
innovante des liens entre les Alliés et � cinq 
Résistances européennes […] Le livre fourmille 
d'anecdotes méconnues, qui viennent étayer de 
solides démonstrations. » La Croix 
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Laurent Allen-Caron  
LE MYSTÈRE LAGERFELD 

(The Lagerfeld Mystique) 
Fayard, October 2017, �280 pages 

 

◊ Laurent Allen-Caron spoke to the people 
in the shadows, in an unprecedented 
series of interviews recounting the 
astonishing life and career of a German 
child whose dreams and ambitions were 
set on Paris.  

◊ The author reveals what the designer 
never alludes to: the wounds, the pain – 
and a part of the mystery. 

His life and his look are intriguing and captivating. 
Karl Lagerfeld, the Kaiser of catwalks, the 
godfather of fashion, has always hidden behind 
masks. Just when we think we’ve caught hold of 
him, the mys- tery only deepens.  

He says so himself, “I want to be like an apparition, 
to appear and disappear.” Who is the man behind 
the most famous pair of black sunglasses in the 
world? What is the fashion icon’s real story and why 
is he so intent on living in the present? 

Laurent Allen-Caron is a journalist for France 2. 
He has written and directed twelve news documentaries 
for Laurent Delahousse’s show “Un jour, un destin,” 
including the film on Karl Lagerfeld, Être et paraître. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alfred Eibel 
FRITZ LANG 

Klincksiek, September 2017, 180 pages 

 

An intimate account of the author’s friendship 
with film-maker Fritz Lang, supported by excerpts 
from their correspondence at the end of the book. 

“I was friends with Fritz Lang for many years. I 
watched and rewatched most of his films. The text 
which follows in not intended for a readership of 
cinephiles. The often stormy encounters that I had 
with Fritz Lang are related here exactly as they 
occurred.” Let us acknowledge that this man never 
compromised in terms of what he wanted to 
express, and this was true more often than people 
know, even with ridiculously low budgets. He 
managed to make the most of them, while remaining 
true to himself. It was at once his strength and his 
weakness.” 

Alfred Eibel was born in Vienna in 1932. Faced with the 
Hitlerian threat, he sought refuge in Brussels with his entire 
family. He founded the “Alfred Eibel” publishing house in 
1974, in Lausanne, where he published works by Jean-
Pierre Martinet, Léo Malet, Georges Perros, Fernando 
Pessoa, Kenneth White and Yves Martin. A few years later, 
however, he decided to join French publisher Flammarion, 
where he now directs the collection “Aspects de l’Asie.” 
Alfred Eibel works with numerous newspapers, magazines 
and journals as a literary critic. He is also an avid cinephile 
and a friend of Fritz Lang. In 1966, he stayed at the latter’s 
home in Beverly Hills, and meets with him in the course of 
his film-making trips between Paris, Germany and the 
United States. 
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Mary W. Craig 
A TANGLED WEB 

(Mata Hari: Dancer, Courtesan, Spy) 
The History Press, August 2017, 288 pages 

 

◊ Ongoing offer from Estonia. 

◊ The first biography of Mata Hari in over a 
decade, and the first to draw on MI5 and 
Metropolitan archives 

◊ The first biography of Hari to explore the 
involvement of MI5 in her capture  

◊ Corrects some of the 
common !misconceptions and errors about 
Mata Hari  

◊ Original research into all of Mata Hari’s 
life from her childhood to her death 

A new study of the most infamous spy of the First 
World War, published to coincide with the 100th 
anniversary of her execution. 

In this new biography, Mata Hari is revealed in all of 
her flawed eccentricity; a woman whose adult life 
was a fantastical web of lies and half-truths. Following 
a bitter divorce and the death of a young son, Hari 
reinvented herself as an exotic dancer in Paris, 
before finally taking up the life of a courtesan. She 
could have remained half-forgotten were it not for 
WWI and her disastrous decision to become 
embroiled in espionage. What happened next was 
part farce and part tragedy that ended in her 
execution in October 1917. Recruited by both the 
Germans and the French as a spy, Hari – codenamed 
H- 21 – was also almost recruited by the Russians. 
But the harmless fantasies and lies she had told on 
stage had become part of the deadly game of agents 
and foreign agents during wartime. Struggling with 
the huge cost of war, the French authorities needed 
to catch a spy. Mata Hari, the dancer, the courtesan, 
the fantasist, became the prize catch. 

Mary W. Craig is a working historian specializing 
in the history of Central Europe between 1848 and 1933. 
She also works as a community archivist involved in the 
creation of archival systems that protect original historical 
materials while increasing their accessibility to researchers 
and the general public. 

 

Stéphane Courtois  
LÉNINE 

(Lenin, The Invention of Totalitarianism)  
Perrin, September 2017, 450 pages 

 

◊ Far from the glorious image established by 
the propaganda of some and the ignorance 
of others, Courtois illuminates the dark 
face of Lenin. 

◊ We discover a leader who became the 
role model of Mussolini & Hitler, while his 
heirs – Stalin, Mao, Pol Pot, etc. – went on 
to develop the “Leninist” system to the 
extreme limits of social control and mass 
murder. 

◊ While the “great Lenin” was presented for 
a century as a huge popular hero, 
champion of democracy, the author, 
relying on impressive documentation little 
used until now, shows another reality. 

The ultimate political biography of Lenin.. The fruit 
of 30 years of research. 

Lenin, was one of the key figures of the 20th-century. 
The man who, before 1917, was known only to the 
insiders of the Russian revolutionary movement 
suddenly stepped into the spotlight. He seized 
power in Russia with formidable audacity. He 
created the first Communist regime that was to 
spread to some twenty countries until 1989-1991, as 
well as a Communist International organization 
running more than 90 parties in the world. This 
regime and this international movement were the 
first manifestations of what many observers, 
beginning in the 1920s, called totalitarianism, an 
unprecedented political phenomenon characterized 
by its hatred of representative democracy, its utter 
contempt for human rights and its goal of 
establishing the total domination of a party over the 
State, the society and even the individual. A major 
contribution to the history of Communism and the 
Soviet Union. 

Stéphane Courtois is a historian, author of some 
thirty books devoted � to communism and the totalitarian 
phenomenon. He edited the LIVRE NOIR DU 
COMMUNISME, 1997, a worldwide blockbuster (26 
translations, more than 1 million copies sold). 
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ESSAYS	
Jacques Attali 

HISTOIRES DE LA MER 
(Stories of the Sea) 

Fayard, September 2017 �, 350 pages 

 

◊ A brilliant survey of the historic, 
geographic, scientific, economic and 
ecological impact of the world’s oceans. 

Here is the unprecedented whole story of the 
world’s oceans.  

How did oceans form, and why? How did life come 
to inhabit them? How has mankind explored them, 
and exploited them? What was their role in wartime? 
Why are they among the last unchartered territories 
on earth? Why are they at risk today and, with them, 
all of life itself? What can be done to protect them? 
Is there still time?  

Graduate of France’s prestigious Ecole 
polytechnique and Ecole nationale d’administration, former 
advisor to President François Mitterrand, and the founder 
and first president of the IBRD, Jacques Attali has had a 
brilliant writing career across a number of genres. His 
recent works include Fayard’s successful TOUS RUINÉS 
DANS DIX ANS ?, PHARES. 24 DESTINS and DIDEROT 
OU LE BONHEUR DE PENSER. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alain Badiou  
JE VOUS SAIS SI NOMBREUX 

(I Know How Many of You There Are) 
Fayard, �October 2017, 64 pages 

 

The history of humanity has only just begun. And 
though the Neolithic Revolution endowed humanity 
with unparalleled means of transmission, subsistence, 
knowledge and conflict, it in no way did away with 
the existence of inequality, hierarchies, and the 
figures of violence and power that we are seeing 
today on an unprecedented scale. Indeed, in some 
respects it only made things worse. A second 
revolution, of an indeterminate scale, needs to occur 
in the centuries to come to restore to all of 
humanity the irrefutable unity of deciding its own 
fate. This second revolution will do away with what 
is, in actual fact, the criminal motive behind the 
disparity of wealth and of ways of life. Only then can 
the history of humanity begin again – but this time 
from the Same, and not from difference. 

Former professor of philosophy �at Paris VIII and 
at the Ecole normale supérieure, Alain Badiou is the author 
of L’ÊTRE ET L’ÉVÉNEMENT (Le Seuil, 1982) and 
BECKETT ET DELEUZE (Pluriel). � His Seminar lectures are 
published with Fayard. 
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Robert Muchembled 
LA CIVILISATION DES ODEURS 

The Civilisation of Odours 
 (16th to 18th  centuries) 

Les Belles Lettres, October 2017, 190 pages  

 
The growing demonization of the least understood 
of our senses — that of smell — elucidates the 
manner in which the Western “Civilisation of 
Manners” has revolutionised our perception of the 
human body, culminating today in a powerful self-
discipline primarily characterised by our societies’ 
deodorisation. 

From the Renaissance on, sight and hearing have 
been viewed more and more as the noble senses, 
reminiscent of the divine, unlike the proximal senses, 
too closely associated with animality and 
sexuality. �The sense of smell was the one most 
targeted by the Moralists, for they believed that the 
devil hid behind waste, plague vapours, human 
excrement and the lower body, particularly that of 
the female. Therefore the self-monitoring of such. A 
multiform shaming mechanism urged us to reject and 
to sublimate this strongly animalistic side of humans. 

Perfumes, often of animal origin (musk), were used 
to chase away demons, but were also viewed as 
satanic traps. Such ambivalence persisted until the 
mid-18th century, when perfumes—increasingly 
floral—gained popularity in a more hedonic world. 
They then became part of a sublimation process by 
producing an olfactive barrier to counteract external 
stenches and body odours. 

Robert Muchembled Professor Emeritus at 
Université de Paris 13 (Paris Sorbonne Cité) and Chevalier 
de la Légion d’honneur, has written over 30 books 
translated into several dozen languages, notably LA 
SOCIÉTÉ POLICÉE. POLITIQUE ET POLITESSE EN 
FRANCE DU XVIE AU XXE SIÈCLE (Seuil, 1998); UNE 
HISTOIRE DU DIABLE, XIIE-XXE SIÈCLE (Seuil, 2000), 
etc. 

 

 

 

Vincent Monadé 
COMMENT FAIRE LIRE LES HOMMES 

DE VOTRE VIE 
(How To Encourage Men To Read) 

Payot, May 2017, 126 pages 

 
◊ Rights sold in: Italy (Garzanti), Korea 

(Bookocean), Spain (Plataforma, world 
rights). 

◊ In 13 chapters, with titles like: “Reading is 
climactic: erotic literature as a cure,” “Old 
age is powerful: why the Classics are still 
sexy.” 

A charming, funny and touching manual on how to 
encourage men to read. 

While there are lots of campaigns encouraging 
young people to read, what about people who don’t 
read any more, i.e. men! What has happened to the 
male brain? Vincent Monadé has written a true 
comic gem while launching a campaign against male 
demotivation. Women are urged to rally to the 
movement and the cause.  

Vincent Monadé is a compulsive reader.. When 
he isn’t reading, he presides over the French National 
Book Centre. 
 

« Vincent Monadé entend, à l’appui d’un style 
alerte et décalé, s’attaquer à une image tenace 
et qui prend racine dès l’enfance. » Livres 
Hebdo 
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Olivier Gaudefroy 
CLÉOPÂTRE, L’IMMORTELLE 

(The Immortal) 
Arléa, October 2017, 250 pages 

 

 
 

As he did for HYPATIE, L’ÉTOILE D’ALEXANDRIE 
(Arléa 2012), Olivier Gaudefroy gives us here a 
portrait of Cleopatra in all her aspects, both 
historical, legendary and mythical. 

After laying down the queen of Egypt in the midst of 
her Macedonian lineage, the Lagides, those 
Prolethees who, following Alexander the Great, 
established their power over Egypt, he decribes her 
relations – political ones and love a airs with the 
great Roman chiefs, Caesar and Marcus Antony. 
Nothing is lacking in this adventurous epic, from the 
many domes c troubles and family crimes un l the 
death of the queen so abundantly described since 
antiquity, passing by the great battles, such as Actum, 
which sealed the destiny of Rome and the Egypt.  

In the second part of his book, Olivier Gaudefroy 
describes what became the « Cleopatra myth » from 
antiquity to modern times, through literature, 
theater, painting, cinema, not to men on comics.  

It is enough to prove that, if the queen of Egypt was 
always present in the memories, her myth and her 
power of fascination seem eternal.  

Olivier Gaudefroy is the author of Hypatie 
(Arléa, 2012).  
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Jean-Didier Urbain 
 UNE HISTOIRE ÉROTIQUE DU 

VOYAGE 
(An Erotic History of Travel) 

Payot Rivages, October 2017, 284 pages 

 

◊ A concentration of mischievous erudition 
that helps us understand what excites us 
so much about traveling. 

◊ A history of our emotions when faced 
with the wide world. 

◊ More than just a history book: the author 
has drawn from an exceptionally wide 
range of sources, including literature, 
mythology, ethnology, psychology, 
psychoanalysis and sociology, in order to 
provide some very personal reflections on 
the pleasures of travel.  

◊ By describing travel as an essentially 
sensual experience, Jean-Didier Urbain, 
urges us to explore our own relationship 
to eroticism and view on foreign lands. 

◊ A book that is both well-documented and 
enjoyable, based on a wide range of texts 
originally written in either French or 
English. 

Through an unusual prism of analysis that 
intertwines literature, mythology and travel 
narratives, Jean-Didier Urbain shares a point of 
view and reflections on travel that focus on 
pleasure and eroticism 

This book was written for everyone who wants to 
know how long people have been traveling for fun, 
who the first female globe-trotter was, what 
connections there are between honeymoon 
journeys and sexual tourism, what physiography is or 
sexoticism could possibly be, as well as those who 
love literature, travel narratives, and knowledgeable 
anecdotes. From Flaubert and his description of 
Egyptian women’s breasts to Friday hugging a tree, 
via libertine tourism in Croatia, Thailand and Cap 
d’Agde, this book doesn’t hide anything, but explains 
that there is more to eroticism than brothels and 
sexual adventures. Related to our fervent attraction 
for elsewhere, it is the measure by which the entire 
planet becomes an aphrodisiac!  

Jean-Didier Urbain’s vast, mischievous curiosity 
and erudition come together here to unveil the 
hidden side of our adventures across the world.  

Jean-Didier Urbain, emeritus professor at Paris-
Descartes University, has written many books, 
including SUR LA PLAGE (On the Beach), LE VOYAGE 
ÉTAIT PRESQUE PARFAIT (Dial T for 
Travel) and SECRETS DE VOYAGES (Travel Secrets). 
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Jean-Michel Salanskis	
LE FAIT JUIF 

(The Reality of Judaism) 
Les Belles Lettres, September 2017, 155 pages 

 

◊ A glimpse into the role and importance in 
our history of the Nazi Holocaust, while 
also shedding light on the nature and 
function of the State of Israel.  

◊ !Jean-Michel Salanskis gives readers a sense 
of what matters most from the Jewish 
perspective: memory, the tangible, and 
humanity. 

This book makes it possible for a broad 
readership to better understand Judaism. 

This work explains why most people mistakenly 
believe that they know what Judaism and the Jewish 
experience are all about. The author broaches these 
subjects on the basis of their core foundation—
Jewish law—and specifies how the latter gives rise to 
a collective experience characterised by its 
observance and its study. 

Jean-Michel Salanskis a Professor of Philosophy 
at Université Paris Nanterre, has worked in the fields of 
the Philosophy of Mathematics, Phenomenology, and 
Contemporary Philosophy, as well as on Levinas and the 
Jewish tradition. He has penned 26 individual books and 
150 articles, and has edited or co-edited 10 collective 
works. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Thierry Zarcone & Jean-Pierre Laurant 

LE CERF 
(The Deer. A Muslim and Christian Symbolic) 

Les Belles Lettres, November 2017, 350 pages 

 
◊ This book shows that the deer occupies a 

notable place in the Christian and Sufi 
hagiographies. 

An unprecedented history and anthropology of the 
deer in Judaeo-Christian and Muslim traditions 

If he shares with the lion or the eagle the position of 
emblematic figure almost universal, the deer has an 
almost unique feature which is to serve as a courier. 
Great communi- cant, the deer is a familiar of the 
celestial spheres of which it ensures the link, in both 
directions. It also has access to the underground 
world, present in Celtic legends as in Siberian 
shamanism: its woods draw the card of access to the 
invisible world. Thus, by its woods that grow (born) 
and fall (die) every year, he incarnates spiritual death 
followed by a rebirth. 

Thierry Zarcone works in CNRS as a researcher. 
His research focuses on intellectual and religious history in 
the Turkish and Iranian worlds. He is also a consultant to 
the l’Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights, 
an organism of OCDE.  

Jean-Pierre Laurant is a Historian. Specialist of 
René Guénon and christian esoterism on XIXth and XXth 
centuries in France 
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TRUE	STORIES/	
MEMOIRS	

Emilie Blachère 
UNE FLEUR SUR LES CADAVRES 

(They killed my Husband in Homs) 
Plon, October 2017, 288 pages 

 

◊ Emilie Blachère recounts that painful 
episode for the first time, shining a 
spotlight on the honorable men and 
women who investigate modern-day mass 
executioners. 

◊ Emilie Blachère describes devastation, the 
stunning “blast” of revelation and death, 
the tidal wave of sorrow and 
remembrance of shared moments. 

She was 29 years old when the man she loved lost 
his life in Syria. Assassinated in Homs while he 
was doing his job as a press photographer.  

Rémi Ochlik, her true love, died – along with 
another journalist, Marie Colvin, reporter for the 
Sunday Times – when an artillery shell exploded 
where they were staying on February 22, 2012.  

Life as it was before. But she doesn’t get bogged 
down in mourning. She, too, is a reporter. And so it 
is through the tools of her trade – investigation, 
tenacity and intuition – that she learns about the 
“proof hunters,” the investigators of every nationality 
who make it their duty to collect evidence against 
assassins. So that the executioners of Damascus, 
Mosul, Palmyra and Aleppo can be brought to trial at 
the International Tribunal. 

One of these modern agents of justice knocks on 
her door one morning: he has proof that the shell 
that hit the house in Homs wasn’t fired at random. 
And so begins a search for truth and justice that will 
lead Emilie in the footsteps of her lost love - to 
Lebanon and Iraq – but also to unmarked 
apartments in the western capitals, where 
international investigators compile the evidence. �As a 
posthumous tribute to Ochlik and to all the 
“innocent victims” of Middle Eastern wars, she 

focuses, not on the torturers and murderers but on 
the honorable men and women who, in order not 
to let those crimes go unpunished, risk their lives to 
comb meticulously through the evidence that will 
enable the courts to identify the guilty parties. 
“Justice isn’t meant to help the victims, it’s meant to 
judge and convict the criminals,” one of her 
interviewees explains. 

Over the course of her insightful and fascinating 
investigation, the young woman will realize that, with 
enough determination, “flowers can grow on dead 
bodies.” 

Since 2007, Emilie Blachère, 34, journalist for 
Paris Match, has been covering hotspots and complex 
topics in the news: jihadist networks in Europe, the endless 
ordeal of Syrian refugees on the borders of Jordan and 
Turkey, child-soldiers in the DRC and child-miners in 
Donbass, Ukraine (a report for which she received an 
Italian International Press Award, the Luchetta of the 
printed press). Une fleur sur les cadavres is her first book. 
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Marielle Blanchier 
ITINÉRAIRE SPIRITUEL D’UNE MÈRE 
DE FAMILLE (TRÈS) NOMBREUSE)  

(The Reasons why I �decided to have 13 
Children)  

Plon, September 2017, 288 pages 

 

A spiritual journey that led a woman to become 
the mother of 13 children. She did some serious 
soul-searching, undergoing a veritable 
“conversion”: from then on, she would express her 
faith by giving life. 

A practicing Catholic and graduate of ESSEC who 
worked for a German pharmaceutical company for 
two years, Marielle lived and traveled overseas 
before settling with her loving husband and their five 
energetic children. She “had it all,” everything most 
people want, but she still felt like some other “all” 
was missing from her life. Thus began a period of 
soul-searching. She underwent a conversion and, 
without changing anything about her daily life, except 
the number of children in it, “everything” would 
change: a sense of conviction grew in her, and the 
Word rang out. 

This journey of spiritual discovery, carried out by 
giving birth, led her to offer up her own life, to her 
own rebirth. Over the course of the days, the joys 
and sorrows, the obstacles, the battles won and the 
doubts, she gradually comes to feel inhabited by the 
certainty that going it alone makes the adventure 
unreasonable and humanly impossible: she learns to 
trust in God and to find strength in the sacraments. 

She shares her thought process, which had nothing 
to do with religious pressure, and responds to the 
assumption that associates large families with 
traditional or extremely conservative Catholicism. 

Marielle Blanchier has 13 children. A graduate of 
ESSEC, she is the author of Et ils eurent beaucoup 
d’enfants (“They Got Married and Had Lots of Children” 
Les Arènes, 2013). 

 

Chantal Thomas with Catherine 
Monroy 

SENS DESSUS DESSOUS, 
L’AMAZONE DE LA MODE 

(Topsy Turvy, The Amazon Of Fashion) 
Michel Lafon, September 2017, 250 pages 

 

◊ At 70 years old, Chantal Thomas is 
publishing her first autobiography. 

◊ Chantal Thomass has since the 1980s 
embodied the eternal female via her sexy, 
refined fashion. 

◊ This is a free, uncompromising woman 
who won numerous battles and lost a fair 
few… 

The autobiography of one of the biggest icons of 
French glamour. An unprecedented and intimate 
glimpse into the life of a free spirit who reveals for 
the first time her professional journey as well as 
her private life as spouse and mother. 

This is the story of a young girl from the suburbs 
who dreams of breaking away from the life of her 
parents.  A shy girl riddled with complexes who 
doesn’t smile or speak and who only comes to life 
when dancing by herself in the extravagant costumes 
she creates – the only real connection she has with 
her dressmaker mother.  With Bruce Thomass, the 
boy she met when she was 15 and who would 
become her husband and business partner of 25 
years, she broke conventions in the world of haute 
couture to succeed in a predominantly male world.  
With her good friends such as Thierry Mugler and 
Jean-Charles de Castelbajac, not to mention Kenzo 
and Karl Lagerfeld, she experienced the craziness of 
catwalks and the Palace years – as well as the 
slaughter of the AIDS years – and climbed to the 
very top of the career pole.   
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PSY	&	SELF-HELP	
Patrizia Paterlini-Bréchot 

TUER LE CANCER  
(Killing Cancer) 

Stock, January 2017, 250 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold in: Italy (Mondadori, at 
auction) and Portugal (Objectiva). 

◊ 25,000 copies sold in France. 

◊ Awarded the Prix France Television 2017, 
with wide media coverage in France and 
abroad. 

◊ Patrizia Paterlini-Bréchot sheds light on 
the personal journey that led her to this 
discovery and reveals the great scientific 
advancements that helped devise decisive 
weapons in the battle against cancer. 

Tracking down cancer even before symptoms first 
appear? Driven by this extraordinary ambition, a 
woman doctor-turned-researcher braved every 
obstacle to devise a revolutionary test. 

For years Professor Patrizia Paterlini-Bréchot vowed, 
both at her patients’ bedside and in the secret of her 
laboratory, to decode the camouflage strategies of 
cancer, this serial killer. 

She spent nights and days perfecting experimental 
techniques in tracking tumour cells that circulate in 
the blood long before the illness first appears. And, 
with the help of other scientists, she found a way. A 
simple blood test can now detect precursors of an 
invasive cancer. This could save millions of lives in 
the future. She is convinced: they should be focusing 
on early diagnosis. And this is a battle that concerns 
us all. 

Patrizia Paterlini-Bréchot is an oncologist, 
haematologist, Professor of cellular and molecular biology 
as applied to oncology at Paris Descartes University, and 
Director of her research team. Her work has been 
rewarded with several French and international prizes. 
She is world-renowned for her scientific precision 
and her commitment to fighting cancer. 

 

 

Dr Michael Nehls 
GUÉRIR ALZHEIMER 

(Curing Alzheimer's) 
Actes Sud, February 2017, 432 pages 

20 illustrations by Jill Enders 

 

◊ Rights sold in: Czech Republic 
(Euromedia) and Taiwan (Business 
Weekly Publications/ Cité Publishing Ltd). 

◊ Translated from German by Isabelle Liber 
(translator of bestselling title by Giulia 
Enders Darm mit Charme) 

◊ Contains twelve illustrated fact sheets 
detailing a range of non-prescription 
medicines that are also very useful for 
prevention. 

Doctor Michael Nehls, a researcher in molecular 
genetics, presents in this book the latest clinical 
research – both American and European – which 
proves that the symptoms of Alzheimer's can be 
reversed in the early stages of the disease when 
'only' the hippocampus is affected.  

It has now been established that this is where the 
disease begins, and from there it spreads, rapidly 
producing disturbing symptoms. 

These spectacular results furnish proof that certain 
combinations of non-prescription medicines not only 
prevent the progression of the disease but also 
eradicate the symptoms which have already 
appeared. One day, more and more patients will be 
able to say: I once had Alzheimer's. 

Easy to read and thoroughly rigorous scientifically, 
this essay offers a new perspective on the disease. 
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LIFESTYLE	&	
ILLUSTRATED	

Sarah Marquis 
LA NATURE DANS MA VIE 

(NATURE IN DAILY LIFE. THE TIPS AND 
SECRETS OF AN ADVENTURER)  

Michel Lafon, November 2017, 192 pages 

 

◊ The credibility of lived experience. 

◊ The very “on-trend” need to avoid over-
use of conventional medication and to 
return to the natural. 

◊ Your bedside well-being book and an ideal 
gift for your best friend/s 

The tips and secrets of an extreme adventurer to 
boost your daily well-being 

During the course of her expeditions, Sarah Marquis 
discovered how best to keep slim, preserve her 
energy, keep morale in the face of every trial and 
confront the obstacles she met along the way.  Here 
she offers us the wisdom of that experience. In this 
book you will find out: how to understand your 
body’s needs, balance your diet, manage your sleep, 
avoid stress, deal intelligently with hydration, maintain 
your physique (walking, breathing, stretching), boost 
your energy in the morning (the miracles of sage 
tea!), fight flu with lemon and ginger, whiten your 
teeth with coconut oil, take care of your skin and 
find well-being through contact with nature. 

A superbly illustrated book that will make you feel 
better just by looking at it! 
Sarah Marquis explores the world alone and on foot, 
subsequently writing very successful books about her 
adventures. In SAUVAGE PAR NATURE (70,000 copies 
sold, 2014), she recounted her three-year journey from 
Siberia to Australia, her eight-month expedition to the 
Andes mountain range, (DÉSERTS D’ALTITUDE, 2015) 
and her three months of survival, alone and without food 
reserves, in the wild Australian west (INSTINCTS, 2016).  

 

 

 

Thomas Pesquet 
TERRE(S) 

(Earth(S) A Show From Space  
Michel Lafon, November 2017, 220 pages

 

◊ Beyond StarWars: space movies are all 
the rage - think recent box-office hits e 
Martian, Gravity, Guardians of the Galaxy 
and Interstellars  

◊ Benchmark: The Earth From Above, over 
2 million copies sold in 20 territories  

◊ An ode to the astonishing beauty – and 
the fragility – of our planet Earth. 

Nicknamed the Superstar Spaceman, Thomas 
Pesquet’s daily tweets from the Space station were 
eagerly checked by his 600.000 Tweeter followers 
from around the world. During the course of his 
space voyage, Thomas Pesquet did not only 
conduct 60 scientific experiments and complete 2 
spacewalks. 

Endlessly fascinated by the beauty of our home 
planet seen from high above, Thomas also took 
hundreds of photographs. 

�Whether pictures of natural wonders or man-made 
phenomena, all are magnificent and mesmerizing. 
TERRE(s) invites us to the show. 

Born in Rouen in 1978, Thomas Pesquet is a 
French aerospace engineer, pilot and the youngest 
European Space Agency astronaut to date. After training 
for more than seven years, he was selected for a six-
month mission on the International Space Station, from 
November 2016 to June 2017. He speaks 5 languages: 
French, English, Spanish, German and Russian. 

 
 

Caroline Pigozzi & Giovanni Maria Vian 
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LES PHOTOS SECRÈTES DU 
VATICAN 

(Unpublished, Private & Unexpected Vatican) 
Plon, October 2017, 324 pages 

 
◊ Texts available in Italian 

A photographic journey through the Vatican’s 
secret, unpublished archives: an exceptional 
opportunity to go behind the scenes, to stroll 
through the surprising lives of all the Popes since 
the mid 19th-century. 

Pairing the commentary of Paris Match’s Vatican 
expert, Caroline Pigozzi who has been writing about 
this unique world for over 20 years, with the 
experience and broad perspective of the director of 
L’Osservatore Romano, Giovanni Maria Vian, the 
Pope’s prestigious daily paper, which is now 
published in eight languages, we penetrate deep into 
the core of the Vatican. 

As both authors have the rare privilege of traveling 
in the Pope’s private plane, they also allow us to 
enter that holy enclave in Saint Peter’s shadow. The 
300 rare and unexpected photos that make up this 
book were chosen one by one from among 
thousands of images by the keen eye of Marc 
Brincourt, photo editor-in-chief for Paris Match. 
These extraordinary archives also compose a history 
of the Roman Catholic Church and the Successors 
of Pierre, each of whom is nothing like the next! 

Caroline Pigozzi, reporter for Paris Match, has 
written several best-sellers, which have been translated 
into eight languages (The Private John-Paul, The Red 
Robes, Indiscreet Vatican, A Man...). Winner of the 
Vermillion Medal from the Académie Française, she also 
hosts a religious program on Europe 1. 

 
Giovanni Maria Vian, an Italian academic, is a 

philologist and a historian known for his many books on 
the history of Christianity. As THE authoritative journalist 
on the subject, he has been the director of the Pope’s daily 
newspaper, L’Osservatore Romano, since 2007 
 

 
 

Foreword by Jean-Christophe Napias 

 L’ICONOGRAPHE! 
(50 Books As Dreamt By 50 Illustrators) 
La Table Ronde, October 2017, 120 pages 

 

◊ Every book cover of this ideal collection is 
an invitation to reading.  

◊ An unprecedented literary and graphic 
project, is a genuine art book. 

◊ Fifty books, fifty authors are gathered in 
this volume, an ideal as well as unexpected 
library collection. 

Fifty illustrators have agreed to play along, and to 
create the cover of a book.  

Not just any book: the one they have always wanted 
to illustrate; a book that has left a deep mark on 
them; their bedside reading – since their childhood, 
adolescence, or a more recent period; the one book 
they would take on a desert island; the one they 
have read twice, or maybe three, four, five times; the 
one they have given as a present more than once – 
unless they cherish it on the sly, as their little secret; 
in short, the book of their life. A famous or unknown 
book, by a famous or unknown author, French or 
foreign; preferably a novel, but not necessarily. 

Homer’s Odyssey, Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe, 
Vladimir Nabokov’s Lolita, Curzio Malaparte’s Kaputt, 
Philip K. Dick’s Ubik, Haruki Murakami’s Kafka on the 
Shore, Henry Miller’s Sexus, Fernando Pessoa’s Book 
of Disquiet, Harper Lee’s To Kill a Moking Bird, 
Emmanuel Carrère’s The Adversary... 

Illustrated by Blutch, Anne-Lise Boutin, Michel 
Bouvet, Lucille Clerc, Gérard Dubois, Jacques Floret, 
Geneviève Gauckler, Martin Jarrie, Jean-François, 
Martin, Tom de Pékin, Emmanuel Pierre, Alain Pilon, 
Placid, Chloé Poizat, Anne-Margot Ramstein, Lorrain 
Sorlet, Stéphane Trapier... 

In 2018, Le Discographe will follow 
L’Iconographe’s footsteps, with fifty illustrators imagining an 
ideal collection of records while presenting their personal 
sleeve for the record of their choice – it will be a way to 
honour the comeback of vinyl records. 
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